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The valley master’s daughter immediately turned back and looked at Omi angrily.

At that moment, the Valley Master’s daughter was shocked, “You, you’ve actually become an
immortal.”

“Hahaha, yes, I’m already a pre-Human Immortal now.”

“Unfortunately, you’re only just starting out as a pre-Human Immortal, are you my opponent?”

Omi laughed, “Although I’m a pre-Human Immortal just starting out, it won’t take any effort at all to
kill you, a pre-Human Immortal who’s already halfway there.”

“Looking for death.”That valley master’s daughter’s gaze chilled and her killing intent surged,
charging towards Omi.

Omi’s hand formed black as a special power within his body surged into his palm.

Omi flipped his palm, then slammed it into the Valley Master’s daughter.

“Wow.”In the next second, the Daughter of the Valley Master was set in mid-air, her flesh and blood
falling off piece by piece, and in a few seconds, she was left with a skeleton.

“Clang.”A pair of skeletons fell to the ground.

“Ah.”At this moment, Beamon was shocked, no, everyone was shocked. First URL m．kanshu8.net

Beaumont never expected that Omi, who had just arrived in the Immortal Realm, would suddenly
become an Immortal and, moreover, defeat the daughter of the Lord of the Ten Thousand Flowers
Valley, who was halfway through the pre-Human Immortal period.

Omi looked at the skeleton and grunted, “What a pity, a good pair of skins.”Now that the daughter of
this valley master was dead, no matter how beautiful it was, it was still once.

Omi said, “Let’s quickly leave, get out of here before the Valley of Ten Thousand Flowers Valley’s
valley master finds out.I can only deal with pre-human immortals halfway now.”

“But, how are you?”

“Let’s not talk about that now, we’ll talk about it later, let’s go.”

Omi led everyone and quickly evacuated.

On the way to evacuate, they didn’t encounter any more obstacles, and soon, they were far away from
the Valley of Ten Thousand Flowers.



“Alright, you can stop and rest now, there is a small town ahead, after passing that town ahead and
walking for another day, you can almost reach the imperial capital of the Yunluo Immortal
Kingdom.”Omi said with somewhat complicated eyes.

The events that happened in that imperial capital in Omi’s previous life were all in Omi’s mind at this
moment.

Little Fire asked, “Brother Chen, so you are planning to return to the place where you were in your
previous life?And a former family?”

Omi shook his head, “No, a past life is a past life, it has nothing to do with my present, when we come
to the Immortal World, we have to find a landing spot, and we’re not familiar with other places, so
what’s wrong with going to the Yunluo Immortal Kingdom.”

“Fine.”

Bimbo asked, “What just happened to you, Minister?Why was she able to kill that Valley Master’s
daughter, she’s a pre-Human Immortal who’s gone halfway.”

“About that, hehe, I have the help of a mystic.”Omi didn’t want to make it that clear, defensiveness
was not an option.

“What kind of spell did you just use, you didn’t even have this kind of spell in your previous life, the
spell you just used looks very powerful.”Beamon asked again.

“This, secrecy.”Omi laughed.

Bimun also understood that such a powerful spell couldn’t just be known, and Bimun was sure that in
Omi’s former life, the Zhou family definitely didn’t have such a powerful spell.

Everyone looked for an inn in the town ahead.

“A few fairy officials, please come inside.”The innkeeper was very warm, Immortals had a high status
here.

Although Omi was the lowest level

of immortals, but there were still countless immortal cultivators who hadn’t even reached immortality.

Entering the inn, suddenly, many people were heard discussing.

“Ying Qin of the Valley of Ten Thousand Flowers has been killed, and died horribly, do you know?”

“Ah, no way.”

“A thousand times true, killing someone who is Yingqin is also really cruel, only one bone is left.”

“Tsk, geez, a beautiful woman, killed just like that?Who did this, so ungrateful.”

“Yes, what a pity.If tracked down, that murderer would surely become everyone’s enemy.”

“I’ll be the first to abolish him.”A man at the table next to Omi and the others, a mid Human Immortal,
said.



Omi and the others didn’t make any noise and went back to their rooms to sleep after eating.

The next day, Omi and the others continued their journey to the imperial capital of the Yunluo
Immortal Kingdom.

At this moment, in the imperial capital of the Yunluo Immortal Country, within a seemingly powerful
manor, a man’s brow was furrowed and his hands were constantly pinching something.

“Not right.”

At this moment, a woman walked in and asked, “Husband, what are you doing?”

“Madam, I suddenly have a feeling that our miko, is coming back.”

“Husband, can we not joke about this?Our son, Zhou Mi, was crippled in the street by a genius from
Upper Yama Continent, and then stomped to death on the street, it’s been more than fifty years, but
it’s still the laughing stock of the entire Yunluo Immortal Kingdom, and you’re still joking with me
about this, I’ve been afraid to step out of the street for decades.”

“Madam, I’m just an inner feeling, I’m not saying anything.Besides, if Mi’er really came back, it’s not
impossible.As you know, that eldest son of the Wu family was killed a hundred years ago, and ten
years ago, he was reincarnated and reborn, and the Wu family found his rebirth, and isn’t he also back
in the Wu family now.If we, Mi’er, were to be reincarnated and reborn as well, it wouldn’t be
impossible for us to come back ah.”

“Husband, but I’ve heard that when a bad person dies and is reincarnated, he can only go to be an
animal, and after all the bad things our Mi’er has done, can he really be reincarnated as a human
again?”

“What’s the bad thing, I don’t know.”The man snorted.

No wonder he raised such a son, he had such a protective father.

“Husband, don’t deny it, if it wasn’t for you, Mi’er wouldn’t have been trampled to death on the street,
when Mi’er was alive, you sheltered her everywhere and hid it fromme, that’s why Mi’er went astray
step by step.”

“Alright, alright, what’s the point of talking about this now, Mi’er has been dead for more than fifty
years.”

“More than fifty years, it’s only a few moments.”The woman looked bleak, for immortals, fifty years
was very short, after all, compared to their lifespans of millions of years, fifty years was really
negligible.

After a day of running around, Omi and the others finally arrived at the capital of the Yunluo Immortal
Kingdom.

Omi sighed as he stood outside the gates of the national capital, looking at the huge, yet
incomparably familiar capital.

After coming to the Immortal Realm, Omi’s memories from his previous life always automatically
popped up, which made Omi feel more and more as if he had returned to his previous life, looking at
everything familiar, as if he hadn’t been away from here for long.

Mu Qianji sighed, “The Immortal Kingdom is a fairy kingdom after all ah, it looks so fairy-like.”



“Yeah, it really is like a fairy land.”

Several of the girls were very happy, only Omi was filled with desolation.
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